lemma holds:
Theorem. If f(z) is regular for \z\ < 1, and (1) I(p, 0) = f'\ f(reie) \drgl, 0 g p < 1, 0 ^ 0 < 2tt, J o then I(p, 9) ^p. Equality for any (p0, 60), with po>0, implies f(z) =eia, a real.
We shall derive this theorem by using a device employed by Landau [2 ] for proving a theorem of Hardy.
By a change of variable of integration, as was to be shown. The discussion for the case of equality in the conclusion of the theorem is straightforward.
More generally, by using a stronger form of Schwarz's lemma one can show that if in the hypothesis of the theorem one adds the statement that/(z) has a zero of order n at the origin, then one can actually conclude that lip, 6) ^p".
